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(EXCERPT)  Javad  al-Talaybawi  said  that  the
US forces carried out the heliborne operation in
one of the Western neighborhoods of Western
Mosul, evacuating two senior ISIL commanders
to an unknown location after the commanders
came under siege by Iraqi government forces in
intensified clashes in Western Mosul.

“Americans’ support and assistance to the
ISIL is done openly to save their regional
plan  in  a  desperately  attempt,”  al-
Talaybawi underlined.

Al-Talaybawi had warned late in February that the US
forces tried hard to evacuate ISIL commanders from

the besieged city of Tal Afar West of Mosul.

After  photos  surfaced  in  the  media  displaying  US
forces assisting ISIL terrorists, al-Talaybawi said that
the  Americans  were  planning  to  take  ISIL
commanders  away  from Tal  Afar  that  is  under  the
Iraqi forces’ siege.

In the meantime, member of Iraqi Parliament’s
Security  and  Defense  Commission  Iskandar
Watut  called  for  a  probe  into  photos  and
footages displaying US planes airdropping aid
packages over ISIL-held regions.

Watut further added that we witnessed several times
that US planes dropped packages of food stuff, arms
and  other  necessary  items  over  ISIL-held  regions,
and called on Iraq’s air defense to watch out the US-
led coalition planes.

Eyewitnesses disclosed at the time that the US
military planes helped the ISIL terrorists in Tal
Afar region West of Mosul.

“We saw several packages dropped out of a US army
aircraft in the surrounding areas of the city of Tal Afar
in  Western  Nineveh  province  and  six  people  also
came out of a US plane in the ISIL-controlled areas,”
the  Arabic-language  media  quoted  a  number  of
eyewitnesses as saying.

The  Iraqi  army says  that  the  US army  is  trying  to
transfer  the  ISIL  commanders  trapped  in  areas
besieged by the Iraqi army to safe regions.
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TRUMP INVADES SYRIA:
THE GRAND CHESSBOARD

OF THE SONS OF CAIN

On February 21st, 2017 Trump appointed Lieutenant General H.R. McMaster
as National Security Advisor, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. 

Other CFR members include David Rockefeller and Zbigniew
Brzezinski who created The Trilateral Commission in 1973.

Earlier in February 2017, Kenneth Juster was named Deputy Assistant to
the President for International Economic Affairs. Juster is a member of
both the Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission. 

Trump's Commerce Secretary, Wilbur Ross, worked for Rothschild Inc.
and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson was CEO of ExxonMobil:

The direct descendant of Standard Oil: Another direct link to the Rockefeller Cartel. 

In 2003, David Rockefeller wrote on page 405 of his autobiography:
“  Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best

interests of the United States, characterizing my family and me as
'internationalists' and of conspiring with others around the world to build a
more integrated global political and economic structure - One World, if you

will.If that's the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”   

Eventually, a One World Political System will emerge; but only at The Woe of The
Fifth Trumpet when Satan and his angels are cast from Heaven unto the Earth. This
begins The Hour of Temptation which has been shortened from seven years to five
months. This One World Political System will receive a “Deadly Wound” after which

Satan will appear in Jerusalem as the False Christ at The Woe of The Sixth Trumpet.
Immediately after The Five Month Long Hour of Temptation,

The True Christ will return at the Woe of The Seventh Trumpet. 

Consider yourself warned. 



       In brief, the U.S. policy goal must be unapologetically twofold:           
to perpetuate America's own dominant position for at least a generation      
and preferably longer still; and to create a geopolitical framework that can 
absorb the inevitable shocks and strains of social-political change   while 
evolving into the geopolitical core of shared responsibility for peaceful 
global management. A prolonged phase of gradually expanding 
cooperation with key Eurasian partners, both stimulated and arbitrated by 
America, can also help to foster the preconditions for an eventual 
upgrading of the existing and increasingly antiquated UN structures.            
A new distribution of responsibilities and privileges can then take into ac-    
count the changed realities of global power, so drastically different               
from those of 1945.                                                                                         

       These efforts will have the added historical advantage of benefiting 
from the new web of global linkages that is growing exponentially outside 
the more traditional nation-state system. That web—woven by multinational
corporations, NGOs (nongovernmental organizations, with many of them 
transnational in character) and scientific communities and reinforced by the
Internet—already creates an informal global system that is inherently 
congenial to more institutionalized and inclusive global cooperation.  

       In the course of the next several decades, a functioning structure of 
global cooperation, based on geopolitical realities, could thus emerge 
and gradually assume the mantle of the world's current "regent," which
has for the time being assumed the burden of responsibility for world 
stability and peace. Geostrategic success in that cause would 
represent a fitting legacy of America's role as the first, only, and last 
truly global superpower. 
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